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 Detection of objects and their location in an image are important elements of 

current research in computer vision. In May 2020, Meta released its state-of-

the-art object-detection model based on a transformer architecture called 

detection transformer (DETR). There are several object-detection models 

such as region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN), you only look 

once (YOLO) and single shot detectors (SSD), but none have used a 

transformer to accomplish this task. These models mentioned earlier, use all 
sorts of hyperparameters and layers. However, the advantages of using a 

transformer pattern make the architecture simple and easy to implement. In 

this paper, we determine the name of a chemical experiment through two 

steps: firstly, by building a DETR model, trained on a customized dataset, 
and then integrate it into an augmented reality mobile application. By 

detecting the objects used during the realization of an experiment, we can 

predict the name of the experiment using a multi-class classification 

approach. The combination of various computer vision techniques with 
augmented reality is indeed promising and offers a better user experience 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This study focuses on the contribution of computer vision in human-machine interfaces (HMI) 

applied to augmented reality (AR) through the discovery and improvement of different interfaces. The aim is 

to create a powerful synergy between technologies and non-computerized day-to-day activities by blurring 

the barrier between them [1]. There has been rapid innovation in interfaces recently due to the boom of 

mobile, tablets and laptops. Hence, the availability of different mechanisms for recognition capabilities and 

enhanced user experience through various mobile applications. This includes computer vision, speech, 

automatic generation of texts [2] realistic images, and video. 

In this paper, we study the use of computer vision as an innovative example of AR applications. Our 

goal is to facilitate the learning of higher studies students by using innovative educational mobile 

applications. The proposed framework consists primarily in detecting objects used during the realization of a 

chemistry experiment, through a transformer-based model called detection transformer (DETR); then as a 

second step, to predict the name of the experiment using a deep learning technique, more precisely, 

predicting through a multi-class classification model. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

Object detection is a very active area of research that seeks to classify and locate regions/areas of an 

image or video stream. This field is at the crossroads of two others: image classification and object 

localization. In this section, we shall have an overview of the different models of neural networks used for 

detecting objects in images. 

 

2.1.  Neural networks 

Artificial neural networks are highly connected networks of elementary processors operating in 

parallel. Each elementary processor calculates a unique output based on the information it receives. Any 

hierarchical structure of networks is a network [3]. This definition explains that each neuron is a basic 

function. A neuron can, for example, receive a number, multiply it by two, and then send it to the following 

neurons. Neural networks are often organized in several layers, as in Figure 1. This makes it possible to 

better organize the path of information and facilitates the learning of the model. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Architecture of a three-layer neural network 

 

 

2.1.1. Convolutional neural network 

The convolutional neural network (CNN) is comparable to a standard neural network. It is also 

composed of neurons with different simple operations [4]. However, CNNs assume that the incoming data is 

in the form of a matrix. This type of data appears in several areas: audio wavelength [5], natural language 

processing [6], or more commonly, images [7]. Assuming a matrix shape for the data, allows CNN to create a 

layer that transforms it from a sliding window. These convolutional layers make it possible to compact the 

information of a region into a single piece of data. 

 

2.1.2. Region-based convolutional neural network 

Region-based convolutional neural network (R-CNN) is an object detection architecture [8]. The  

R-CNN starts by extracting interesting regions from the image; then it uses these regions as input data for a 

CNN. This separation into regions makes it possible to detect several objects of several different classes in 

the same image. In the R-CNN presented in Figure 2, the regions are extracted due to a selective search 

proposed by [9]. This uses the structure of the image and several partitioning techniques to recover all 

possible regions of interest. This solution proposed by [10] has improved the accuracy of detection models. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Regions with CNN features 

 

 

2.1.3. Faster R-CNN 

The Faster R-CNN is an improvement of the R-CNN [11]. The architecture uses the same feature 

maps resulting from the convolution layers to generate the regions of interest and then classify them. The 

region proposal network uses sliding windows of different sizes and ratios to analyze the feature map in 

depth. These changes significantly improve the accuracy and speed of the architecture compared to R-CNN. 
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2.1.4. Mask R-CNN 

Mask R-CNN is the next enhancement after Faster R-CNN. The R-CNN Mask changes the output of 

the final model. Indeed, the Faster R-CNN architecture allows to locate distinct objects with a bounding box. 

The Mask R-CNN architecture makes it possible to segment each instance of an object with a semantic mask. 

This improvement therefore allows the model to perform instance segmentation [12]. 

As it can be seen in Figure 3, the Mask R-CNN architecture is similar to Faster R-CNN but adds 

layers in parallel to the classification. This approach is different from other instance segmentation 

architectures that classified the results against the generated mask [13]. This parallel approach allows each 

type of object to predict its mask without being in competition with the other classes of the model. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The Mask R-CNN framework for instance segmentation 

 

 

2.1.5. ResNet 

Residual networks (ResNet) are neural networks that implement residual learning [14]. This 

innovation facilitates the learning of deep neural layers. Residual learning stems from the observation that the 

deep layers of a neural network had difficulty converging. Residual learning allows information to bypass 

certain layers and thus reduces the problem of degradation. 

 

2.2.  Detection transformer 

As seen in the previous sections, current deep learning algorithms perform multi-step object 

detection. The problem of near duplicates is not avoided and impacts the accuracy of the detection [15]. It is 

for this reason we have chosen to use the new DETR model in our contribution. An innovative and effective 

approach with a higher accuracy detection. This new model designed by Meta AI researchers processes the 

object detection task as a direct-set prediction using a transformer-based encoder-decoder architecture. Note 

that transformers are the new generation of deep learning models that have achieved outstanding performance 

in the field of natural language processing (NLP). 

 

2.2.1. Architecture 

The overall architecture of DETR models is simple; it is composed of three main components: 

i) CNN, ii) encoder-decoder transformer, and iii) feed-forward network (FNN). Here, the CNN backbone 

generates a feature map from the input image. Then the output of the CNN backbone is converted into a one-

dimensional feature map which is passed to the transformer encoder as input. The output of this encoder is a 

number N of fixed-length integrations (vector), where N is the number of objects in the image, predicted by 

the model. 

An encoder-decoder type model [16] has a particular architecture. It is made up of two parts, an 

encoder part and a decoder part. The encoder part takes the input from the model and transforms it into 

vectors representing information about it. In the case of an image, this part has the effect of reducing its size. 

The second part, the decoder, takes these vectors as input to transform them into the desired output. In the 

case of an image, this will enlarge the size of the vectors to transform them back into an image of a suitable 

size. To achieve this enlargement, information from the encoder, when the image was larger, is reused in the 

decoder. This is possible due to a process called skip-connections [17] which creates a link between two 

layers of the network. In Figure 4, we observe that the size of the initial image is reduced, due to pooling 

operations [18]. Conversely, in the decoder, enlargement operations increase the size of the image. Due to the 

arrows in Figure 4, we can clearly see that the enlargement operations use the information from the encoder. 

Theoretically, each of these parts can operate independently. 
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Figure 4. Segmentation of a road scene image using convolutional encoder-decoder architecture 

 

 

3. METHOD 

In a world where new technologies are increasingly present in our daily lives, AR is continuously 

gaining ground as a rich and versatile interface. Our contribution in this paper, seeks to integrate the use of 

machine learning algorithms (MLA), in an educational mobile application. Educational experiments in 

chemistry are a good example of the use of augmented reality. It is possible to enrich the scene of a chemistry 

laboratory with virtual objects such as text, images, audio, and animation. Our goal is to develop a mobile 

application capable of proposing the name of a chemistry experiment through two steps, as a first step, an 

input image of a chemistry experiment is provided by the camera of the mobile, then, by using DETR model, 

the application detects the tools used during the realization of the experiment. As a second step, through a 

multi-class classification, we predict the name of the experience based on detected objects. 

 

3.1.  Proposed architecture 

Figure 5 shows the overall architecture of the proposed system. The latter can be divided into two 

parts. The first part based on the DETR model allows detection of objects from the input image. The 

convolutional neural network works as the second part of the system, taking detected objects as an input from 

the previous part to predict the name of a chemical experiment by performing a multi-class classification. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Overall architecture of the proposed system 

 

 

3.2.  Object detection 

The baseline DETR model developed by Meta was trained on the common object in context 

(COCO) dataset [19]. The latter was created by Microsoft with the aim of advancing the state of the art in 

object recognition. It consists of images of complex daily scenes containing common objects in their context. 

Regarding our contribution, we are interested in laboratory equipment such as: round bottom flask, 

thermometer, eye dropper, separatory funnel, Bunsen burner, test tube, beaker, watch glass, support, and 

Erlenmeyer flask. The COCO dataset does not contain such objects. 

 

3.2.1. Dataset 

Collecting a dataset might seem like an easy task that can be done in the background while spending 

most of the time and resources into building the machine learning model. However, as practice shows [20], 

dealing with data might take most of the time due to the sheer scale that this task might grow to. It is 

important to understand how a dataset is composed, how it was annotated, and what features it has. Table 1 

summarizes the content of our collected dataset. 
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Table 1. Predictable class provided by the new dataset 
Objects Number of images Size in disk (Mb) 

Round bottom flask 460 61.1 

Thermometer 121 11 

Eye dropper 308 30.3 

Separatory funnel 159 17 

Bunsen burner 172 18 

Test tube 195 22 

Beaker 170 18.6 

Watch glass 163 16.7 

Support 132 12.4 

Erlenmeyer flask 995 114 

Thin layer of aluminum 223 25.4 

 

 

The annotation file is formatted in the JavaScript object notation (JSON) and is a collection of: info, 

licenses, images, annotations, and categories as shown in Figure 6. The info section contains high level 

information about the dataset. Licenses section contains a list of image licenses that apply to images in the 

dataset. Images section contains the complete list of images in the dataset; there are no labels, bounding 

boxes, or segmentations specified in this section; it is simply a list of images and information about each one. 

Categories section contains a list of categories (e.g., cat, bicycle) and each of those belongs to a super 

category (e.g., animal, vehicle); the original COCO dataset contains 90 categories. Annotations section 

contains a list of every individual object annotation from every image in the dataset. For example, if there are 

70 round bottom flasks spread out across 100 images, there will be 70 round bottom flasks annotations (along 

with a ton of annotations for other object categories). Often there will be multiple instances of an object in an 

image. Usually this results in a new annotation item for each one. Figure 7 shows an extract of different 

images from the dataset we have collected. 80% of images are used as a training dataset; 15% are used as a 

validation dataset and 5% are used as a testing dataset. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. An extract of the dataset annotation file 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. An extract of images from the collected dataset 
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3.3.  Multi-class classification 

The second part of the system consists in building a neural network to predict the name of the 

chemistry experiment shown in the input image based on detected classes by the first part of the system. We 

created our dataset based on the experiments shown in Table 2. For each experiment, if an object “or class” 

from Table 1 is used during the realization of the experiment, then the value 1 is assigned, otherwise 0. The 

results were stored in a comma-separated values (CSV) file and are presented in Figure 8. 

 

 

Table 2. List of chemistry experiments by description 
Name Description 

Water recognition test Determines whether the substance used contains water 

Starch recognition test Determines whether the substance used contains starch 

Glucose recognition test Determines whether the substance used contains glucose 

Highlighting of acidity Determines the acidity of a chemical substance 

Chemical species separation Allows the separation of substances that constitute an element 

Chromatographic analysis Chromatography is a laboratory technique for the separation of a mixture into its component 

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The first ten lines of the dataset used for the neural network 

 

 

The first 12 columns of the CSV file represent an object that can be detected by the first part of the 

system. The last column contains the name of a chemical experiment. The format of the CSV file is as: 

spatula, round-bottom-flask, thermometer, eye-dropper, separatory-funnel, Bunsen-burner, test-tube, beaker, 

watch-glass, support, Erlenmeyer-flask, thin-layer-of-aluminum, and experience-name. We duplicated and 

shuffled collected data in order to obtain a large number of records (about 500 lines) in the CSV file. 

The topology as shown in Figure 9 of the neural network is a fully connected network with one 

hidden layer that contains 24 neurons. The input layer contains 12 neurons, while the output layer creates 6 

output values, one for each predictable experience. The output value with the largest value will be taken as 

the class predicted by the model. Note that we use a SoftMax activation function in the output layer, this is to 

ensure the output values are in the range of 0 and 1 and may be used as predicted probabilities. Finally, the 

network uses the efficient AdamW gradient descent optimization algorithm with a logarithmic loss function 

called “categorical_crossentropy”. We have trained the model on 200 epochs and set the batch size to 10. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Topology of the proposed neural network 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.  Detection transformer 

DETR usually requires an intensive training schedule. We trained our model on a single virtual 

machine with 8 GPU for 300 epochs. The average time to train the model for one epoch is 30 minutes. The 

total training time took about 6.25 days. We train the DETR model with AdamW optimizer setting the 

learning rate in the transformer to 1e-4 and 1e-5 in the backbone. Horizontal flips, scales and crops are used 

for augmentation. Images are rescaled to have min size 800 and max size 1,333. The transformer is trained 

with a dropout of 0.1, and the whole model is trained with a grad clip of 0.1. 
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To assess the performance of our baseline model, we have calculated different metrics. Figure 10 

shows the obtained results. The average precision (AP) is used to determine the accuracy of a set of object 

detections from the model when compared to ground-truth object annotations from the dataset. The 

intersection over union (IoU) [21] is used when calculating AP. It is a number from 0 to 1 that specifies the 

amount of overlap between the predicted and ground-truth bounding box. We provide two resulting images 

as shown in Figure 10 of chemistry laboratories showing the objects detected by the model. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Precision and recall metrics calculated during epoch number 150 

 

 

The DETR paper [22] notes four characteristics to compare to Faster R-CNNs: i) architecture 

simplicity, ii) improved performance for detection of larger objects, iii) improved precision, and iv) 

predicting objects in parallel. One of the major advantages of DETR is the elimination of specific designed 

components [22] such as anchor generation and non-maximum suppression (removing duplicate regions) and 

that is due to the combination of convolutional network backbones and encoder-decoder transformers. Also, 

transformers have based its main idea on a self-attention mechanism that has reduced the number of 

computations relating to input/output symbols to only O (1) [23], allowing to model dependencies regardless 

of their position in sequence. 

According to calculated metrics as shown in Figure 10 and obtained detection results as shown in 

Figure 11, our model achieves high detection performance; but suffers from slow convergence compared to 

previous detectors [24]. In fact, our model requires 300 epochs, while the Faster R-CNN [11] needs only 37 

epochs for training. To ease this issue, [25] proposes a deformable detection transformer, which introduces 

deformable attention to mitigate the slow training process. It should be noted that the Faster R-CNN has been 

equipped with multiple design improvements since the baseline publication. DETR is a relatively new model 

and there is still space for potential improvements. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Detected chemistry tools shown by the green bounding box 
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4.2.  Multi-class classification 

Classification problems having multiple classes with imbalanced datasets present a different 

challenge than a binary classification problem [26]. The skewed distribution makes many conventional 

machine learning algorithms less effective, especially in predicting minority class examples. Imbalanced 

datasets refer to a classification problem where classes are not represented equally. In order to mitigate this 

problem, we redefined our dataset to represent all classes equally; we removed samples from over-

represented classes and added more samples from under-represented classes. In order to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed neural network, we have logged the values of loss and accuracy functions. 

Figure 12 represents the evolution of those two functions over 200 epochs. 

The loss function allows us to know how the model behaves on test and validation datasets. 

Technically, it is the sum of the errors identified in that dataset. The accuracy metric allows us to assess the 

performance of the model. Technically, it is the number of correct predictions divided by the total number of 

predictions. The results are summarized as both the mean and standard deviation of the model accuracy on 

the dataset. This is a reasonable estimation of the performance of the model on unseen data. It is also within 

the realm of known top results for this problem. As shown in Figure 12, our model achieves approximately 

91% efficiency while the error estimate decreases to 12%. 

We present the below results obtained as shown in Figure 13 when using the model on our prepared 

dataset. Assuming that the first part of the system detected the following objects: round bottom flask, 

thermometer, separatory funnel, Bunsen burner, and watch glass. The second part of the system gets those 

objects as an input. While running the model, we print for each predictable experience its corresponding 

vector. The resulting vector of the model will represent the prediction for each experience. The output with 

the largest value will be taken as the class predicted by the model. The example in Figure 13, shows that the 

second value of the resulting vector is the large one and corresponds to chemical species separation 

experience. This prediction is correct; the objects detected by the first part of the system have been used to 

separate the substances that constitute a chemical solution. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Accuracy and loss metrics calculated on training and validation dataset 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Output result obtained when running the deep learning model 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The adoption of computer vision techniques in both the learning and teaching process is opening 

new perspectives for the use of augmented reality and deep learning. Computer aided learning (AR and 

virtual reality training) helps students to understand complex concepts, thus improving their efficiency. For 

many computer-vision tasks, neural networks, more specifically deep convolutional neural networks have 

become the reference technique. DETR is an exciting phase forward in the world of object detection. It 

features an important reduction in priors and a simple, easy-to-configure network architecture. It outperforms 

Faster R-CNN in most tasks without much particular extra work; however, it is still slower than comparable 

single-stage object detectors. Its simple structure makes it easy to recreate, experiment with, and finetune 

from the strong baseline provided by the researchers. Furthermore, transformers have multiple 

implementations, especially in computer vision, but there is still space to propose more generic designs. In 

this paper, the obtained results of the proposed system have proved that combining multiple deep learning 

and computer vision techniques is possible and promising.  
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